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Entrepreneur in Residence (EiR)
About IT Inkubator (ITI)
ITI commercializes technology from the IT Institutes of the Max Planck Society
and Saarland University through building disruptive high-tech startups or
licensable products. We support our ventures not only with substantial capital on
favorable terms but also strong industry and financing expertise and contacts, IP
support, professional software development, project management and
environment.
	
  

About the Job
This role is for a project, building a cutting edge HDR deghosting solution
interesting among others for companies in the entertainment sector like Disney
as potential licensees. We are currently looking for an entrepreneur in residence
for three month either full or part time to support our licensing efforts as well as
support the inventor of the technology (a recent Max Plank / Saarland University
PhD graduate) with his software development work. We offer lots of freedom,
good salary and the opportunity to participate in future startup projects.
	
  

Who we´re looking for
You are very successful in your studies or already got an outstanding degree and
preferably already have gathered first professional experience in software
development and marketing. You are a skillful programmer able to catch up
quickly with existing code and improve it. Moreover, you have a proven track
record of personal, academic and professional achievements. You are
independent, flexible and goal driven.
Must haves:
§ Expertise in C++ (templates, const correctness, debugging/profiling)
§ Good knowledge of OO design and design patterns
§ Experience in Linux or OSX (homebrew/port) environments
§ Experience with OpenCV
Bonus Skills:
§ Knowledge of photography processing algorithms (demosaicing, denoising,
white balancing, color-correction, alignment) and HDR photography
§ Knowledge of HTML5/Javascript
§ Experience with versioning systems (git)

Ready for the challenge?
Send us your application either in English or German to jobs@it-inkubator.de
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